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If you are thinking of purchasing a vehicle, you should first ask yourself whether you want a brand
new car or a used one. Eventually, everything will come down to which of the two you can afford
more. However, even if you could well afford a brand new car, there are still a few good reasons
why getting a pre-owned is more advisable. It is actually possible to purchase a reliable vehicle for
less than its original price if you go to a reliable dealership in Calgary, Alberta. Itâ€™s all a matter of
narrowing down your choices to the most reliable car brands and dealerships.

One of the most reliable car makers in the North American market is the Japanese brand Subaru.
This particular brand is noted for creating a wide variety of vehicles that are not only stylish but also
very pleasurable to drive. Subaru came up with significant improvements in their vehicles back in
2009. If you want to learn the best 2009 Subaru vehicles you can check out the list below.

2009 Subaru Forester

List Price: $19,995

The 2009 edition of the Subaru Forrester is noted for its spacious cargo room and cabin. The four-
door SUV comes with a standard all-wheel-drive, and according to one owner, makes for a
comfortable ride. The 2009 Forester reportedly has an adequate 2.5 Liter H-4 cylinder engine, as
well as an automatic transmission.

2009 Subaru Impreza

List Price: $24,995

If you ask Subaru dealers Calgary motorists speak highly of regarding their recommendation for a
reliable hatchback, they might recommend the 2009 Subaru Impreza. The 2009 edition of the
Impreza reportedly improved greatly from its predecessors. A critic has even stated that it brought
back the high performance that Subaru is usually known for. It comes with a stylish design, manual
transmission, and spacious seating. It has a very capable 2.5 Liter H-4 cylinder engine.

2009 Subaru Outback

List Price: $25,995

If you are for the kind of Subaru Calgary residents usually go for, then you might want to consider
the 2009 Subaru Outback. This type of vehicle is ideal for those Calgary motorists who are looking
for a decent four-door station wagon. The Outback is made for high performance off-road driving. It
comes with a the same sizable 2.5 Liter H-4 cylinder engine, as well as an automatic transmission.

Purchasing a used vehicle is actually easy as pie and downright more practical so long as you
narrow down your choices to reliable car makers like Subaru. There are even Subaru dealers
Calgary that have pre-owned and brand new vehicles readily available on site. You could also read
more reviews on Subaru vehicles that will help you with your options if you visit autos.ca/used-car-
reviews and Edmunds.com.
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For more details, search a Subaru dealers Calgary and a Subaru Calgary in Google for related
information.
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